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1. Introduction

Blockchains are aggregated and distributed databases: shared, chained, and immutable registries that conflate the production of digital tokens with their circulation. At their most basic level, they are technologies for keeping account, or records, of some form of activity, hence they are part of a long lineage of storing data, from clay tablets to bookkeeping. Perhaps their most significant quality is that they enable the distribution and storage of digital data, such as records of transactions, contracts or other statements, that are independent (or resilient) from centralized points of control. Such resilience is achieved by distributing data among a network of peers who validate the flows of information and store them as sequential blocks: the longer the chain of blocks and the bigger the network of peers, the more secure the transmission of reliable data and the more difficult it is to tamper with. On a technical level, then, blockchains are peer-to-peer (P2P) structures for distributing and storing data. But unlike most other P2P initiatives in which the network functions to share and distribute information and resources, the peers in a blockchain network have the additional function of verifying and validating the data they help distribute.

As is well known, the first implementation of a working blockchain was the Bitcoin cryptocurrency. While Bitcoin has been the subject of wild speculation, both political and financial, it was initially conceived as a way of replacing third-party intermediaries (i.e. banks and card providers). It aimed to enable the secure transmission of currency-type tokens (via a virtual wallet application), with the blockchain simultaneously verifying and recording that a transaction had occurred. By combining the ‘transaction moment’ with the ‘recording moment’ and by making this record public and irreversible, Bitcoin enabled a mode of digital exchange that could bypass the established systems of financial mediation.
During the first few years of Bitcoin’s operation (beginning in 2009), Bitcoin was not thought of as an instantiation of blockchain technology; rather, the blockchain was considered a component of Bitcoin. As a digital cryptocurrency, Bitcoin is effectively software and was released under an open source software license. This enabled many early experiments, after which a consciousness of the significance of the blockchain component of Bitcoin emerged. While the early experiments were largely conceived as cryptocurrency alternatives, in time more fundamental evolutions were envisioned, such as Ethereum, which expanded the capacity of blockchains beyond the transmission of units by adding a programming layer on top of the blockchain. This additional layer made it possible to create “smart contracts,” agreements in code that have the capacity to self-execute when certain conditions are met.

As an innovation in terms of value transfer (currency) and records (ledger), with additional programmability (smart contracts), the blockchain has inspired the full spectrum of financial and economic thought, from those seeking radical alternatives to global financial capitalism to those hoping to innovate and disrupt economies just enough to get rich quick, to established financial giants seeking to maintain their position by absorbing and disciplining anything that looks like competition. As the collective consciousness of blockchain increased, a whole swath of non-currency implementations were experimented with, from real estate title transfers to digital identity systems, political voting and the creation of wills.

In this chapter, we do not offer the reader a detailed technical explanation of the blockchain or focus on how a blockchain could be used within commons and peer-produced projects. Although we will provide a selected overview of specific projects and at times some technical detail, we do so within the context of an argument about blockchain and peer production. What we are interested in, broadly speaking, is what blockchain
means for peer production. How do the two relate to each other? What is the fate of commons-based peer production when it is able to produce software artifacts ostensibly in the service of creating scarcity and market conditions? What kind of peer production is this?

The chapter begins with a historical consideration of the emergence of peer production, including a reevaluation of the work of Yochai Benkler. We aim to show that peer production was given coherence as a model of production by being contrasted with two other modes (hierarchies and markets) and through the lens of Benkler’s economic liberalism. Within this framing, what distinguished peer production from these other modes was that it was no longer reliant on price signals (markets) or commands (hierarchies) to organize production. While the earliest blockchain project, Bitcoin, resembled peer production in many ways (as software operating under an open source license), it also reintroduced dynamics that peer production was ostensibly thought to transcend, namely price signals and scarcity. We use this apparent contradiction to reflect on the historical legacy of peer production and blockchain, before proposing a revised approach to peer production; one, following the work of Stuart Hall, that is “without guarantees.” The second half of the chapter begins this revised inquiry, focusing on the multifaceted and variegated notion of peers that is present in blockchain projects. We distinguish between four moments or aspects of blockchain initiatives that configure peers in different ways: peer-production, peer-development, peer-governance and peer-exchange. Blockchain is not just another instance of peer production, nor is it straightforwardly a tool for advancing the political project of peer production. It must be taken as an opportunity to revise and rethink what peer production was, and what it might become.
2. Coase’s Benkler

Peer to Peer (P2P - a type of network) and the closely-related, ‘peer production’ (a type of collaboration) must be understood in their proper context, as historical. Not in terms of destiny or as a kernel for some possible society to come, but in the somewhat more ordinary sense of emerging at a certain time and within a certain milieu. Consider a simple Google Ngram graph (Fig 1.) featuring the terms p2p, peer to peer and peer production (not case sensitive). What is evident is that besides a rather modest rise in the occurrence of the tri-gram ‘peer to peer’ beginning around the 1980s, the terms ‘p2p’ and ‘peer production’ were entirely insignificant in published books in English until the late 1990s for ‘p2p,’ and the early 2000s for ‘peer production.’

Figure 1. Google Ngram query for ‘p2p,’ ‘peer to peer,’ and ‘peer production’

It would be naive and slightly inaccurate (in terms of the Ngram timeline) to suggest that the popularization of P2P – whether conceived as software, infrastructure, practice or politics – can be attributed to the advent of Napster (1999), but the significant rise of these related terms occurs within something of a Napster milieu; a time of technical, political and economic experimentation with network affordances. For its part, ‘peer
production’ comes later still, suggesting, perhaps, its status as an intellectual response to the ‘90s phenomenon of ‘p2p.’

These terms are also historical in the sense that they can be located in relation to discussions around particular projects, especially software and related ‘open source’ and ‘free culture’ projects, and within wider discourses of technological enthusiasm. It was a time of cybercultural experimentation with identity, DIY Indymedia, homepages, chat rooms, and of course, file-sharing. Shortly after, blogs, Wikipedia, YouTube, ‘social networking sites,’ and other nascent platforms would mature, providing countless examples of ‘user generated content.’ The masses were newly minted as productive and peer production tried to lend political coherency to these highly diverse developments. Not a simple feat by any means.

While there were several early influential theorizations of P2P and peer production, and many, many more people involved in promoting and participating in actual peer-produced and related projects, it is difficult to imagine peer production gaining the visibility it has achieved if not for the intellectual work of Yochai Benkler. Benkler lent Ivy-league credentials to thinking seriously about what he coined as “commons-based peer production” and, significantly, he located this notion within a clearly identifiable liberal political-economic framework. His Adam Smith-invoking Wealth of Networks (2006) was hugely influential (currently nearing 11,000 citations), but many of the core ideas for this larger monograph can be found in earlier writing and in particular his article “Coase’s Penguin, or, Linux and The Nature of the Firm” (Benkler, 2002), where he first makes a case for the significance of peer production as an organizational model. In order to understand something of the historical dimension of peer production, in how it relates to the events of its time and how it was positioned in specific economic and informational ways, we begin with a consideration of Benkler. This weaving of peer production into a
broader context of market and non-market production is also precisely what blockchains have done in practice, some years later.

In ‘Coase’s Penguin,’ Benkler sets up an originary contrast between peer production and two other “models” or “modes of production” (2002, p. 376). To establish the contrast, Benkler draws on Ronald Coase’s classic work on firms and the theory of ‘transaction costs’ developed therein (1937). Coase was trying to understand why firms (understood as entities that supersede the price mechanism) exist, given the accepted doctrine within his field that the price mechanism was the superior method of ‘economic coordination’. He sought a rationale for the existence of firms that was largely immanent to, or compatible with this doctrine. That is, he sought a legitimate justification of the existence of firms on (liberal) economic terms. A comprehensive account is not possible or needed here, but Coase proposed that there were costs related to accessing markets (and their coordinating signals) and that in certain circumstances the organization of production can be more efficient if it bypasses or internalizes these signal-exchange relations. As Benkler puts it, “using the price system is costly” (2002, p. 401). Coase’s work was further developed by a number of organization theorists (who Benkler also relies on), culminating in a condensed theory of production reducible to two main forms: hierarchies and markets. The key economic distinction between them is given in terms of information signals and coordination: hierarchies organize production through managerial commands, while markets coordinate production through price signals.

While Coase sought to understand firms, he did so from within the market orthodoxy, building explicitly on the (neo-classical) work of Smith, the (neo-liberal) work of Hayek and others, and never challenging the market paradigm fundamentally. His work can be seen as something of a paradigm-native minor corrective, whereby the existence of firms is explained by their capacity to out-coordinate markets in terms of efficiency.
Benkler’s peer production follows this Coasian trajectory, but instead of just markets, it now contends with market and firms, or markets and hierarchies and their respective signals (managerial commands and price). It is an account of production that presents markets as the default (superior) form. Correspondingly, the main criterion through which to assess a particular form (mode/model) is its capacity to organize or coordinate economic activity through signals and indeed, this is precisely how Benkler understands the unique contribution of peer production.

When peer production is referred to as a ‘third mode’ of production by Benkler and others (Bauwens, 2005; Bauwens, Kostakis, & Pazaitis, 2017; Benkler, 2002, 2006), it must be understood within this Coasian trajectory. Benkler extracted from the political-economic richness and diversity of (FOSS) software development and early web cultures, a specific argument about economic coordination and efficiency within the tradition of Coase: “Peer production emerges, as firms do in Coase’s analysis, because it can have lower information opportunity costs under certain technological/economic conditions” (2002, p. 375). And while acknowledging the other important “normative implications” at stake in peer production regarding “freedom and equality”, Benkler clearly avoids suggesting that peer production has arrived to replace the other two modes:

I am not suggesting that peer production will supplant markets or firms. I am not suggesting that it is always the more efficient model of production for information and culture. What I am saying is that this emerging third model is (a) distinct from the other two, and (b) has certain systematic advantages over the other two in identifying and allocating human capital/creativity. (2002, pp. 381–382)

The “systematic advantage” is described in terms of “information gains”: the “capacity to collect and process information about human capital” (2002, p. 412).

Whether or not peer production did or does have any kind of systematic advantage over other models is beside the point. By the time one arrives at these technical
considerations we are well and truly down the Smith-Hayek-Coase-ian rabbit hole, where peer production is positioned in relation to markets (understood as information processors, ideal forms of economic coordination, and sites of freedom) and firms (which complement markets through internalizing transactions to improve efficiency) and compared in these terms of economic coordination and efficiency. There are empirical and theoretical problems with this orthodoxy (Beckert & Aspers, 2011; Beverungen, Mirowski, Nik-Khah, & Schröter, 2019; Çalışkan, 2010; Ghoshal & Moran, 1996; Mirowski, 2015) and further issues with approaching instances of peer production from within this frame (Terranova, 2009; Tkacz, 2015), although most of these need not concern us. Instead, and to introduce yet another sense in which peer production is historical (this time via historical comparison), we turn to the ostensible focus of this Handbook entry, blockchains.

3. Coordination Issues

While the perceived potential for blockchain-based initiatives stretches as far as the entrepreneurial imagination, in terms of actual implementations the blockchain space is still dominated by cryptocurrencies, with Bitcoin being the oldest, largest and most valuable. Acknowledging that there is significant variance among existing blockchains, Bitcoin and related cryptocurrencies introduce new dynamics into the peer production space directly relating to these Coasian questions of transaction costs and production models. We will use Bitcoin as our discussion point below (as one blockchain implementation), before launching into a more expansive consideration of blockchain projects.

If peer production is understood as a third mode of production, how can we understand Bitcoin and blockchain in relation to this mode? The most obvious starting point is at the level of software. Bitcoin and by extension blockchain are open source, with
the Bitcoin Core software operating under the MIT License (“MIT License,” 2019). In this regard, Bitcoin can be added to the long list of software projects held up as models for peer production. As open source software, it also means that Bitcoin and some other blockchain projects may resemble the development, governance and organizational dynamics of other open source projects. Beyond this, though, the relationship gets murky, problematic even.

While we have never idealized peer production, nor submitted to the idea that there are only two or three ways of organizing production (markets, hierarchies, and peers), some cryptocurrencies (including Bitcoin) and blockchains do resemble other peer production projects in the way they are made. That is, as software, they look like other open source software. But, whether considered money- or currency-like, or as financial assets, exchange infrastructures or distributed accounting systems, blockchains and cryptocurrencies turn away from the conditions from which they came into being. That is, they are produced as or within a commons, but turn away from these commons to face (and indeed facilitate) its others. Recall that for Benkler price signals are an artifact of markets and have a cost attached to them. Peer production is precisely that which doesn’t rely on price signals; it coordinates production without such signals. So why the push to recreate market signals and/or related systems of accounting?

There are two possible answers: one that takes us further down the rabbit hole (of economic efficiency) while the other rests on historical contingency and political action.

---

1 While we haven’t highlighted questions of property thus far, Benkler also attributes part of the superior efficiency of peer production to its being outside typical property relations, resulting in what he calls “allocation gains”: “Peer production relies on making an unbounded set of resources available to an unbounded set of agents, who can apply themselves towards an unbounded set of projects and outcomes” (2002, p. 415). While we are focusing on Bitcoin, currency and signals here, the non-property dimension of peer production equally raises questions about the accounting dimension of blockchain. Just as we may ask why peer produced artefacts should seek to recreate price signals, we may equally ask why they seek to produce systems of accounts which throughout history have overwhelmingly been used to keep track of property. There are, of course, other uses of ledgers and other uses of accounting. Further exploring what these may be and what potentials they may unleash with regards to blockchain is an intriguing avenue of experimentation, though beyond what we can explore in depth here.
There is an element of truth to both answers, and together they push us to rethink some core elements of peer production. Answer one: While markets are generally the most efficient way to coordinate economic activity, markets themselves must be organized. Such organization is also costly and is typically handled by state and state-regulated actors (i.e. ‘hierarchies’). Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies could reduce the costs of facilitating market activity by replacing hierarchical facilitation with peer facilitation. In this argument, the emergence of Bitcoin and blockchains can be explained by the possible inefficiencies of the hierarchical facilitation of markets. Satoshi Nakamoto’s early white paper explaining Bitcoin can certainly be read this way (2008). In the title of the white paper, for example, Bitcoin is described as a “Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” – an initial positioning move. The first sentence of the white paper’s abstract reads: “A purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash would allow online payments to be sent directly from one party to another without going through a financial institution” (Nakamoto, 2008, p. 1). ‘Financial institutions’ are presented as an unfortunate but heretofore necessary cost of market activity, especially digital activity where cash is not used. In the opening lines of the introduction, Nakamoto directly locates financial institutions in relation to transaction costs, describing them as third-party intermediaries whereby “[t]he cost of mediation increases transaction costs” (2008, p. 1) and further elaborates that such mediation limits the “minimum practical transaction size” (i.e. micro transactions) and also relies on a system of trust to work (because the time-space of the transaction between parties is not identical to that of the accounts (ledger) where the transaction is recorded).

Libertarians have heralded Bitcoin’s claim to disintermediate financial institutions as a kind of market victory over hierarchies; however the white paper makes no reference to this and does not mount a political attack on banks in these terms. Rather, banks are undesirable because they add to transaction costs – even the discussion of ‘trust’ is framed
The rest of the white paper offers a technical description for how Bitcoin works, beginning with a section on transactions. Understood in this way - as part of the Coasian universe of transactions – it’s difficult to see Bitcoin as advancing the model of peer production in any but the most limited of ways. Instead, it aims to improve the efficiency of markets to produce signals by reducing market-based transactions costs. As is well-documented, Bitcoin has not made serious inroads as a currency or money-like entity; it has not been able to produce more efficient price signals and it has by no means spelled the end of financial institutions. However, just because Bitcoin has thus far failed to disintermediate financial institutions does not mean it is not useful to understand it in relation to such aims and actors. As we shall see, blockchains are indeed Coasian technologies; they embody a vision of transactional efficiency that drives experimentation, just not in the way described in the white paper: as disintermediators of financial institutions.

The second answer to the question (of recreating market signals and/or related systems of accounting) lies in relation to the historical event of the 2008 global financial crisis. The publication of Nakamoto’s white paper came roughly a month after the collapse of the Lehman Brothers investment bank in September 2008. The significance of this event cannot be underestimated in providing the conditions for Bitcoin and other cryptocurrency experiments to flourish. In a recent interview commenting on this relationship, historian of digital culture Finn Brunton makes a similar observation:

[Bitcoin] had a really specific genesis, which was introduced and adopted as the world went through an absolute financial catastrophe. We forget how terrifying it was when it looked like we were on the verge of a planet-wide credit freeze, with all of these organizations in free fall and when the tremendous brittleness of the financial infrastructure was all coming due, one piece after another. (Brunton, cited in DuPont, 2019)
The global financial crisis laid many things bare about finance and economy to a
generation of non-specialists for the first time: the madness of some financial assets (such
as the ‘collateralized debt obligations’ that made their way into popular culture through
films such as *The Big Short*); the reality of (housing) bubbles; the interconnectedness of
finance companies; the power of governments to intervene via ‘bail outs’; the
interconnectedness of global financial markets (such that the ‘US’ crisis quickly spread);
and, the strategic use of such events to make ruthless government spending and
investments cut across many aspects of society (austerity). Through witnessing the crisis
unfold, it was possible to see how ‘everything was connected’ in a dark, almost fatalistic
way, from an individual housing loan to the viability of large firms and, indeed, the very
sovereignty of nations (e.g. Greece). Adding to this connectedness, the financial system
seemed arbitrary, highly fragile, and most importantly, a site of power. From this
perspective, the rise of Bitcoin (and eventually other blockchains) had less to do with the
efficiency of transaction costs, and everything to do with timing. As we have documented
previously along with others, Bitcoin is by no means the first attempt to create a digital
currency that short-circuits incumbent financial and state actors (De Jong, Tkacz, &
Velasco González, 2015; Maurer, 2005).

And while writers such as David Golumbia (2016) are correct in their assessment
that a certain right-wing extremism surrounded Bitcoin (and arguably is inscribed in the
code), so that a dark current ran through the project from its inception, it’s equally true that
in the fallout of the crisis many people from a diversity of political leanings saw in Bitcoin
an alternative possibility for economic organization. Indeed, we ourselves encountered
European anarcho-hackers, Autonomist Marxists, disillusioned bankers, peer producers
and people with no obvious allegiances, alongside the more predictable libertarian and
crypto-libertarians in the early days of Bitcoin experimentation (see Lovink, Tkacz, & De Vries, 2015). It may well be that most people were naive to see in Bitcoin a potential that was other than what was actualized, but the point is Bitcoin was there as a vessel to absorb different visions at a time when the global financial status quo was in tatters.

Of these two possible explanations for the rise of Bitcoin (and later blockchains), the second holds more explanatory power. Indeed, despite being positioned as a technically superior infrastructure for handling transactions – that is, as a technology of market signals – Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies and blockchains have never managed to operate well in a signal-generating capacity. However, despite Bitcoin (and other blockchains) not living up to their transactional pretensions, the specificity of this ‘peer-to-peer’ cash system is not insignificant. Bitcoin’s claim to be able to disintermediate existing financial institutions clearly mattered, as did the ‘irreversibility’ of transactions and the hard-coded limit of possible coins in circulation. These specific qualities spoke directly to the crisis: the corruption of banks; state interventions (bailouts and quantitative easing), and so on. Finally, the technical tone of Nakamoto’s paper presented Bitcoin as not overtly political (though one needn’t dig too deep to find it). When pensions are evaporating and banks are freezing and limiting withdrawals, a technology doesn’t have to do much to appeal.

4. Peer Production After Bitcoin

So far we have dwelled on the early account of peer production as a ‘third mode’ of production, centering on the proposal that it enables forms of economic coordination more efficient than market signals or managerial commands. As theorized by Benkler and others, it was an attempt to lend political coherency to a diversity of projects, happenings and technologies, and to place these within a liberal economic paradigm. The collaborative dynamics of peer production arose precisely in distinction to signals and commands (and
the property and labor relations that underpin then).

While produced as an open source and hence commons-like artifact, the arrival of the first blockchain, Bitcoin, is seemingly at odds with how Benkler first describes the (potential) superiority of commons-based peer production in that it ostensibly attempts to reintroduces dynamics (signals) that peer production was supposed to transcend. It’s as if humans were set free and then went about making new chains. We offered two ways to makes sense of this, the first of which is that this ‘third mode’ was never designed to supersede but rather complement the others. This appears to be Benkler’s position. The second way to make sense of this signal-producing effect of peer production is that it seemed like an attractive alternative at a time when the financial status quo was in an especially bad state. That is, the contradictions inherent in Bitcoin were overlooked for pragmatic reasons.

In both cases, what seems pertinent is that peer production offers no clear guarantees in terms of a pathway out of market societies (or authoritarian ‘command’ driven ones). It can be made to fit very well within existing liberal economic ideals (Benkler), and actual instances of peer production can easily be deployed to produce their others. that is, peer technologies can become market technologies. Suffice to say, we do not see in peer production any kind of historical destiny; no kernel for a new society. At worst, there’s a potential that it actively contributes to the intensification of market relations via automating elements of bureaucracy and governance; a new kind of protocological neoliberalism.

What we have also suggested thus far, however, is that there is a counter-narrative that runs through peer production and blockchain where both are positioned as historical actors. Peer production gave a name to a cluster of energies that emerged in relation to the web cultures of the late 90s and early 2000s, while Bitcoin emerged in times of economic
crisis. Along these lines, the significant contradictions and political-economic divergences between them perhaps matter less, although are not easily resolved.

Despite the critical trajectory of this chapter thus far, our critique is not absolute. We are in urgent need of experimenting with different economic models, different relations to production (if that is the term) and different ways of being with each other and the planet. What we think is needed, and what we will begin to articulate in the second half of this contribution, is a critical reflection on existing practices (especially experimental ones) in relation to the terms given to describe them. From this vantage point, the limits and potentials of an emerging political vocabulary can take shape. The fact that we proceed with caution recalls Stuart Hall’s position on Marxism some decades back. Hall acknowledged that many aspects of Marxism had been thoroughly ‘deconstructed’ and that the grand narrative of the destiny of the proletariat was not at all given. His Marxism, he declared, was to proceed ‘without guarantees’. This was by no means a dismissal. Rather, if Marxism was to remain relevant it had to be nimble, reinvented around the changing conditions of production. Moreover, he thought many of Marx’s ideas still resonated, still got at something, even if they were presented in ways that seemed crude over a century later. This informs our own approach to peer production.

In what follows, we turn to the notion of the ‘peer’ in peer production. The peer is an intriguing figure in a number of ways. It stands in contrast to roles in markets (exchangers, entrepreneurs, debtors, creditors, etc.) and in hierarchies (managers and employees, or ‘masters’ and ‘servants’ in Coase’s language). It suggests a notion of equality, with a residual potential for group authority (peer pressure). Among the spaces of blockchain, what exactly constitutes a peer or a ‘peer relation’ is not always clear or immediately discernible. The peer of the blockchain is a complicated and multifaceted figure, politically and even ontologically ambiguous. It is manifested in quite different
ways across different aspects or moments of a blockchain implementation. We now pursue our ‘peer production without guarantees’ by reviewing a number of blockchain experiments with the impetus of drawing out the different facets of the peer. We break our analysis into four moments or elements common to all the projects observed (production, development, governance, exchange) and use these to reflect on what it is to be a peer after Bitcoin.

5. Peer Production

A vast sea of blockchain implementations share the common promise of distributed production, but not many delve into how this is enacted beyond the lure of signing up for an innovative service. Take for example the ArtID platform (“ArtID Marketplace,” n.d.), a service to certify works of art by inscribing information into the Ethereum blockchain and providing its own token (“artid”) based on an Ethereum standard (Ecr20). Looking beyond the practical elements of such a system as a different kind of registry, what is significant is the practical absence of user participation within its architecture. Here, the role of the peers is equivocal: the platform makes use of Ethereum-derived tokens but only offers these as a service, thus, participants involved in these interactions function straightforwardly as clients, not as producers or active participants of the Ethereum platform. This calls into question what exactly it means to be a peer in terms of production within this architecture.

The peer-producer in blockchains can be understood either as someone benefiting from a network made of peers (such as the ArtID user, benefiting from the Ethereum

---

2 This chapter examines different projects, but pays particular attention to the Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchain. As suggested before, despite its shortcomings Bitcoin is the first and still the biggest blockchain by market capitalization, and is especially useful for historical and evolutionary observation of the technology. Ethereum also populates a great part of the state-of-the-art projects. From the 2019 DApps (Decentralized Applications) listed by https://www.stateofthedapps.com/ website, more than 85% (1898) are based on Ethereum. Also, it must be noted that not all DApps in this landscape share the same degree of activity, as less than 20% show a recent active development.
network), as a participant within a network of peers (enacting a peer-production organizational model), or as an actual producer of items within the organization (in the case of blockchains, a token producer). These three modes are commonly used without distinction, in some cases because they overlap, as this section will show in the case of blockchain “miners”, but also because of the ambiguity that comes with the term. Thus, this section looks for a clarification of the blockchain “peer-producer” in relation to its practices, and in particular to the third mode: the producer of tokens.

For the most part, blockchain technology folds two traditional activities of production into one: the process of “mining” is at the same time the distributed strategy for validation of all exchanges taking place through it, and the production of economic units (the “minting” of tokens). The bureaucracies of managerial command and monetization are merged into a strategy to secure highly distributed networks that claim to eschew central command.

This is also the most common scenario for participants to have the possibility of generating capital in the form of tokens with exchange value. While blockchain implementations offer a diversity of schemes regarding capital distribution and access, this is rarely an element that is meant to be available as a common (some cases where this is attempted are mentioned later). All public blockchains use “mining” as a way to produce new assets. In the case of blockchains designed to act as cryptocurrency (e.g. Bitcoin, Litecoin, Dogecoin) this enables a constant influx of exchange-tokens, which are regulated by case-by-case rules. Bitcoin, for example, regulates its supply to guarantee a production of 12.5 tokens approximately every 10 minutes.³ By design, only 21 million bitcoins will be produced (or mined) by the year 2024. Cryptocurrency-oriented blockchains have

³ The amount produced is adjusted approximately every four years: starting with 50 in 2009, 25 in 2012, 12.5 in 2016, and 6.25 in 2021.
different reasons to control production, which more or less resonate with their goals: distributed storage, smart-contracts (triggered-execution software), registries, etc., tune different logics of production. However, all blockchains use tokens to execute transactions, and all public blockchains need to use some sort of mining procedure, not only to produce, but also validate transactions. Production in this sense, is framed by the techniques required for token generation, and peer production is enabled (and limited) by the possibility of participating in this manufacturing process.

In the blockchain, the labor to generate numbers, validate transactions, append new blocks to the chain and introduce tokens into circulation is almost fully automated. Miners are machines that verify the signed public keys for each transaction and which validate these into blocks in a public registry (i.e. the blockchain). The job for successfully validating and packing the transactions produces new tokens for the miner, and generates a Proof-of-Work (PoW).\footnote{Due to PoW high energy consumption, other blockchain algorithms have been proposed. The most popular as yet is Proof-of-Stake (PoS). In this proof model, all the token supply is usually created from scratch, and then distributed to the shareholders by network managers, thus threatening the maintenance of a decentralized model. However, these alternative algorithms have been less tested and rarely in use by big blockchains. Peercoin, for example, uses a hybrid model, relying on PoW for generation and distribution of new tokens, and on PoS for security and governance. Ethereum discarded the use of PoS due to security reasons, but is still interested in adopting an improved version in a similar hybrid way, in the near future.} The former is the result of a ‘puzzle,’ which can be then easily checked by any other machine in the network. Since the design of the system seeks a controlled pace, if the tokens are generated too fast (because there are more and/or stronger miners) the ‘puzzle’ becomes harder (Nakamoto, 2008). The design of the system relies on a form of superabundance (Velasco, 2016) performed by computation, i.e. the puzzle performs an enormous amount of operations in order to work, which serve no other purpose than ensure to security, and consumes copious amounts of energy while producing fast cycles of hardware waste. The human part of the miner assemblage is free to modify some variables of this process, but has to ultimately adapt to the rules of the protocol.
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Bitcoin PoW in this case is a non-human, mechanical kind of labor – “algorithm-made” (Coeckelbergh, 2015) – that produces new tokens. Aside from programming and setting up the machines, barely any human labor is involved in the process. Both programming and setting up the machines are by no means small tasks, and they depend on an assemblage of a huge number of names, discussions, infrastructure, discourses, electricity, investment, and so on. This *programmability*, however, imbues the organization of production with a specific quality: in particular one seeking to flatten hierarchies between producers (of tokens), and to delegate its operation to the network (O’Dwyer, 2014). While the latter is certainly effectively performed in most systems, new hierarchies are also generated even when considering this reduced and technically bounded version of a peer-producer.

Lana Swartz and Kevin Driscoll (2017) explored the *peerness* of Bitcoin mining by setting up a miner and narrating the difficulty to run it in an amateur setting in 2013. In theory, this only required a computer and a continuous stream of electricity and internet. Their so-called Lonely Old Bitcoin Miner (LOBM) was an anthropomorphization of a machine whose purpose was to exploit the generation of tokens, a “mechanical tin bank.” However, the experiment rapidly showed that a one miner operation required a more advanced piece of technology: by 2013 most people invested in mining jumped from powerful GPUs to ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Circuit), dedicated circuits designed uniquely to mine blockchain tokens (Taylor, 2013). This “digital mutualism” – an idealized vision of voluntary peers engaged in the construction of a common that benefits all parties involved (Swartz & Driscoll, 2017) – required a growing investment of time and resources. Since then, mining has become an industrial operation, not only in terms of specialization, but because of the impossibility of running an “artisanal” miner, i.e. a one-machine operation such as the LOBM. Contemporary mining operations run in pools: groups of miners who cooperate to solve puzzles and share earned tokens. This re-
centralizes production, as pools are most commonly controlled by one entity, thus undermining one of the main perceived affordances of the technology. However, pools are a good example of collaborative production within these ecosystems, even if here “peer” and “commons” are framed by a very specific profit-driven cooperation.

These for-profit elements raise an obvious dilemma for a commons political economy of cryptocurrencies, but it also applies to other blockchains insofar as the fundamental technological characteristic is distribution through tokens. Pools signal a failure in the original peer (technical) symmetry envisioned by Bitcoin, since mining operations are centralized by the mining pool owner, who manages operations: collaboration is less of a choice and more a necessity to keep production profitable, at the cost of losing the initial symmetry of the peers. Even if we limit our view to the more constrained conceptualization of peer-production -the miner as token-producer, where the technical affordances of a distributed network allow in theory for a flat hierarchy between the peers- the token generative design is geared towards a managerial organizational model. The figure of the miner is to be expected to leverage production without relying on price or command signals. However, the nature of a token-driven design shows how easily miner pools are reconfigured into hierarchies through the directive of price signals: profitability (or the lack thereof) demands independent miners to collaborate under a managerial system.

This does not undermine other types of collaboration within the frames of peer production, such as the development of the system itself (as shown in the next section), nor mixed alternatives for common governance (as the last section will show), but it positions the limitations that come with a design based on tokens and its permeability to the organizational models of hierarchies and markets.

This collaborative production within asymmetrical peerness also raises the question
of how this kind of cooperation would have been different if the goal had been other kind of collective objectives, instead of the *lonely* individual’s own advantage (Gianelli & Fumagalli, 2013). The LOBM ultimately shows that the definition of peer within blockchains is not only a problem of policy or governance, but also a problem of technology design and the objectives embodied in it.

6. Peer Development

The conversation regarding the public status of blockchains has been more evident in relation to their development and governance. Both forms of participation provide an opportunity for shareholders to guide the architecture, form, goals, and rules of a system. Either by actively participating in the design of the software, or offering effective input on decision-making, their capacity as peers is first of all dependent on a matter of accessibility: public blockchains would allow an allegedly unrestricted participation, in a similar fashion as other traditional open-development projects. On the other hand, in private, “permissioned,” or “incorporated” blockchain access is restricted by network administrators. However, unlike other open software projects, public blockchain development is disturbed by its token-based value design. This locates blockchains in a complicated *milieu* that is neither publicly (as state owned) or privately owned (as a company), nor explicitly for profit, but simultaneously reliant on a common structure and a market-dependent token economy. Many blockchain projects are based on open models of software production. As mentioned previously, models for open development have a history of commons-like collaboration, where code is a common resource built on the basis of volunteer work. Git repositories are a perfect example of a common-like system that

5 A third type, Consortium Blockchains, can be defined as permissioned blockchains whose management is shared between multiple organizations.
6 Git is a distributed version-control system, designed for collaborative development and tracking changes in
works on the premise that “everyone can use it.” Usually working as a meritocratic system, balanced by market signals, changes in open software are free for anyone to propose, as long as these changes are justified, feasible to implement, and validated by a broad community through some agreed-upon protocol. This was and continues to be the case for Bitcoin and Ethereum. Like many open projects, collaboration issues in Bitcoin can be settled via Git-like protocols, but due to its delicate consensus requirement Bitcoin development also adds a second layer of conventions for new suggestions. Bitcoin Improvement Proposal (BIP) followed the tradition of Internet Engineering Task Force’s (“The Tao of the IETF,” 2012) open calls for improvement. BIPs are essential for changes that are particularly controversial or that introduce changes to core rules of the protocol. A similar process by the name of Ethereum Improvement Proposals (EIP) is followed for Ethereum development.

Open development is an excellent example of peer production in action, as it not only shows the active collaboration in the construction of a common, but also the complex negotiation among peers involved in such tasks. One of the main advantages of working with digital elements (or Bauwens’ “immaterial goods”) is that, unlike physical goods, they are not constrained by scarcity. The possibility to multiply projects (along with what these projects have produced) is a common practice known as forking. This practice is usually limited to open projects because it involves a direct duplication, and thus no object subject to copyright can be formally forked (Tkacz, 2011). Since the initial state of the fork includes two projects with the same code, followed by changes in each branch, competition between them is considered a natural part of forking (Raymond, 2008; Weber, 2004). Similar projects to Bitcoin and Ethereum have been generated and ramified from their original source code to produce competing blockchains. Litecoin, for example, the second
largest cryptocurrency for a long time by market capitalization, and fifth at the time of this writing, is an example of a competing coin. It behaves as a currency, but uses a different hashing algorithm (scrypt, instead of SHA-256). It also modifies some of the Bitcoin variables, like having a faster block processing and a maximum of 84 million tokens. Litecoin has its own code branch, name and blockchain, which distinguishes it from the Bitcoin chain. It does share, however, the financial asset orientation. Thus, it can be considered a competitor within the cryptocurrencies market but, it remains an independent chain and coexists with Bitcoin and other altcoins.

A few other projects do not even enter in direct competition with Bitcoin because they use tokens merely as mediums for other ends (e.g. distributed DNS servers). Like the competing coins, these blockchain instantiations keep basic characteristics of any blockchain — a shared registry that conflates token circulation and production — but are not identified as currencies or economic elements. Thus, they are neither competing chains nor competing coins. Ethereum (“Ethereum Project,” n.d.) is perhaps the most known example; it enhanced the original scope of mere circulation by introducing a programmable and executable aspect to the blockchain. Commonly known as digital contracts, these are arrangements and rules defined between two or more parties and deployed in Ethereum’s blockchain. Because “ether” function as tokens to enable smart contracts, they are seen more as “activation” tokens than as currency. However, ether does have a monetary value and, like Bitcoin, is bought and sold in relation to fiat markets. Since all blockchain tokens share these exchange qualities (regardless if they have the intention of being a currency), they are embedded with transactional value. Due to this, unlike other digital goods, value cannot be split between two forks. Thus, the outcome of the fork represents not only the future of the project, an ideology for or against centralization, the endurance of a group of people, or the restructuring of governance rules, but also a substantial economic interest.
7. Peer Governance

Production and ownership of tokens also correlates directly in some projects that have integrated governance into their technical workings. That is, decision-making is not only being performed through traditional external channels (e.g. forums) but integrated into the infrastructure procedurality. Primavera de Filippi (2015) defines ‘governance by design,’ as “the process of online communities increasingly relying on technology in order to organize themselves through novel governance models (designed by the community and for the community), whose rules are embedded directly into the underlying technology of the platforms they use to operate.” This marks an interesting distinction between blockchain projects that not only use governance processes of their infrastructure, but also by their own infrastructure (De Filippi & Loveluck, 2016). In the former case, to apply changes to the protocols, rules, and general orientation of the project open source community regulations, like BIP or EIP, are followed.

In this case, expressing arguments, especially when made by a known or respected part of the community, can leverage disagreements. In borderline situations, issues may be settled by a distinctive figure of authority; in the case of the Bitcoin community, for example, the opinion of Gavin Andresen, one of its main developers until 2016, was highly respected and generally accepted as a rational and sometimes definitive voice to settle controversies. In the latter, “governance by infrastructure,” a technical consensus must occur to reach agreements. This means, for example, that a majority of computers within the network must implement the proposed changes, by running specific code, in order to successfully adopt them as a standard. The governing rules for this first kind of consensus are embedded directly in the protocol and take into account all the ‘votes.’ Some alternatives to the PoW proof algorithm function explicitly as a claim to democratic
participation in the governance process. The delegated proof-of-stake (DPoS) matches tokens with decision shares. DPoS, delegated proof-of-stake, gives the shareholders with the majority of shares a major stake in participation in “governance by infrastructure”. This is an on-chain governance model, which means that governance is directly integrated in the technical system. Current projects, like Tezos, have made this on-chain capacity their distinctive feature, as a strategy to relocate power dynamics from developers and miners towards shareholders. Both PoS and DPoS carry the risk of monopolies controlling a supposedly distributed system, and even the best on-chain design is vulnerable to meddling by off-chain private interests (Reijers et al., 2018; Schaffers, 2018). However, different projects experiment with tweaks on their protocols to avoid extreme control by accumulation. Peercoin, for example, makes it costly to produce new tokens by PoS, in order to avoid monopolies. Coordination, however, is again dependent on token ownership, thus emphasizing the importance of exchange-value within most blockchain systems.

The affordances for peer-governance are not limited to the modification protocols. Some projects use these novel participation possibilities to experiment with democracy and contemporary social issues. An interesting example of this is Civil, a blockchain-based platform for news curation, aimed at confronting the current disinformation crisis of mainstream media and centralized platforms. It has been proposed as a strategy to fund independent journalism as well as technique to foster high quality and trusted content production. Formed as an alliance of “newsrooms,” the platform is in principle open to everyone, but users must go through an application process to be part of the Civil Registry. The peer in this ecosystem is defined by its adherence to a set of in-progress journalistic ethics (Iles, 2018). Like other blockchain-based projects, Civil aims to remove intermediaries -traditional media institutions, but also platforms such as Facebook and Google- and provide a direct channel between journalists and their readers. The project is
described as “community owned” because token ownership acts as a share on the platform, and as a mean for voting and for challenging dubious newsrooms. A civil council formed by independent journalists may overrule a community vote, but if a big percentage of the community agrees on a vote, council decisions are overruled, thus enacting peer governance in a similar fashion as the aforementioned Peercoin. Civil describes itself as a “decentralized marketplace,” but recognizes that the use of economic incentives does not imply rational choices, and that understanding the motivation of a community is an ongoing process (Vuong, 2018).

Thus, the Civil project is an attempt to exploit distributed ledger technology as a new option for a content market, while recognizing the problematic of a purely market-driven strategy, therefore the stress on the constitutional grounds. Still a work in progress, Civil offers a promising experiment for token-driven content generation for post-truth journalism. And while it has been confronted with the challenges of a novel token-driven economy -failing to reach their 2018 ICO goals, for example- it is a project that uses blockchain technology to experiment for a much-needed sustainable model of online newscasting.

While improved governance is possible outside the mint production, this is not a characteristic that comes with blockchain technology. A distributed infrastructure may be a uniquely useful tool for any attempt to develop the commons, but blockchain is not a groundbreaking technology designed for this goal, and certainly not an inherently collaborative system. What is more, on-chain coordination, is pegged with token exchange-value, which, as we argue is an inherently designed quality of these systems. This clarification is crucial to discuss the limits and affordances of implementing blockchain technology alongside commons-oriented projects.
8. Peer Exchange

It has been argued that the blockchain presents a paradox of social and anti-social qualities (Alqassem, Rahwan, & Svetinovic, 2018). On the one hand it facilitates transactions (and interactions, if we consider the Ethereum blockchain), by virtue of its lack of mediators. On the other hand, part of the community involved in its design concurs with a strong pursuit of privacy and anonymity. The first part of this paradox, the idea that blockchains are “social” due to their transactional resourcefulness, is based on the misled yet common amalgamation of peers as producers and peers as exchangers. Being able to make transactions over a distributed ledger system does not imply the participant is involved with production, and even the peer-producers (by means of mint or governance) do not necessarily produce use-value for a community. The exchange use of the blockchain is straightforward, and participation as a peer in this sense is frequent in all projects, due to their token-exchange reliance. However, the discussion regarding participation of peers as producers of communal use-value is significantly more nuanced: some blockchain-based projects consider co-production for specific communities, while others focus on enabling speculative wealth for individuals.

Unlike some of the public blockchains discussed earlier, there is a growing type of private projects that make use of distributed ledgers, but limit production and validation to a selective set of shareholders, while allowing exchange to a broader public. A majority of the investment currently relies on these “incorporative” (Swartz, 2017) blockchain projects. An example is the Nasdaq Private Market, a blockchain implementation to manage private shares of technology companies pre-IPO’s, or the Hyperledger, an open blockchain development project backed by a long list of big institutions and corporations (IBM, the Linux Foundation, Cisco, Intel, JP Morgan, and Wells Fargo, to name only a few), which works to develop a secure blockchain framework for regulated industries. A
majority of banks are also developing incorporative blockchains to adapt them to the current economic model. The goal of these kind of projects is “not to disintermediate the financial system, but to determine how to be better intermediaries” (Swartz, 2017, p. 19). Like other private blockchains, the shareholders of the system are limited and deliberately selected. The system design of a distributed ledger remains and some degree of compatibility to other systems remains, but the centralization and ownership differs on each blockchain.

Incorporative blockchains are not the only example of limiting a set of users to exchange-value operations. A recent case to enable exchange-peers for welfare took place with Syrian refugees in Jordan. This was supported by the UN’s World Food Programme (WFP), and implemented by Parity Technologies, led by Ethereum founder Gavin Wood, and Daterella, a big data and blockchain startup. The WFP project was used to record and authenticate food vouchers given to refugees on the Ethereum blockchain (UN City Copenhagen, 2017). The affordances of using a distributed ledger diminished the costs and risks of using cash or other payment means in areas without a financial infrastructure. The use of this technology also allows for fast reactions, low costs, and manageable implementation, which makes it ideal for emergency situations, unstable geographies, and scarcity of infrastructures. In this context, the use of blockchain technology proved to be useful and this project could most probably be replicated, improved, and enhanced in future iterations. There is an evident advantage in the use of the Ethereum blockchain in this case regarding exchange value: it is an expedite and functional implementation that imbues the users as peer-exchangers. It would be risky, however, to describe all participants in the project as peers participating in a common. The goal of the WFP project in Jordan was aimed primarily at enhancing control, as the system’s transparency is tied with its monitoring readiness: the way the funds are used by refugee families is tracked and
limited to allowed purchases (such as olive oil, or lentils). The refugees involved in this project had as much participation as any user of a voucher has with the banks behind it. The blockchain in this case serves the production and tracking of the vouchers, but only involves the refugees as endpoints.

A comprehensive role of stakeholders in regards to production, governance, and exchange is rendered more successfully in novel distributed social networks. *Steemit*, a blockchain-based network launched in 2016, offers a blog-like content platform. Pitched as a decentralized and censorship-resistant platform for content generation, the project intends to stimulate user’s production of posts by monetizing them. The broad description “Get paid for good content. Post and upvote articles on Steemit to get your share of the daily rewards pool” (Steemit, n.d.) summarizes its hybrid economy model. Users can receive micropayments either for producing materials, or for upvoting (similar to Reddit) new “undiscovered” content. The platform has three value forms: STEEM, Steem Power, and Steem Dollars, which pay the role of a cryptocurrency token, a voting toking, and a stable-value token. STEEM is a liquid asset, that can be converted into other currencies. It acts as a flexible currency with a clearly identified use-value for upvoting, and high liquidity for exchange-value into Steem Power or Steem Dollars. Unlike other mining-based systems, in Steem these tokens are constantly produced for a common pool, available to any user (Thelwall, 2018). In this sense, the platform does provide a common capital for use within the project. Steem Power, on the other hand, is used as an influence tool: the more a user holds, the more weight their votes have. It is however, slow to exchange (or “power down”) back into STEEM, so it enhances influence (and governance, in the platform context) at the expense of exchange. Finally, Steem Dollars allow the users to exchange their earning into other currencies, by using a USD dollar-pegged system, thus controlling volatility. Authors that are upvoted, or users that identify future high-value posts are
rewarded with Steem Dollars. This hybrid use of interchangeable tokens represents different stages of a peer in a blockchain project: the user of the Steem system has an option to produce, and decide upon the content of the platform from a common pool of capital, while also the possibility to exchange earnings either into leverage for decision-making, or into other currencies.

Although Steem has been operational since 2016, and has (until October 2018) handed out 40 million USD using its reward token economy model (Kim & Chung, 2019), the platform advertises itself as a beta version. Not only in relation to the open code that runs underneath it, but also highlighting the work-in-progress condition of its token economy model. What experimental projects like Steem show is that, through the architecture of these systems, hybridity is being put at play in different forms: regulated through an algorithmically driven command and control, adopting a shared capital and performing different types of co-production, yet driven by exchange signals, and so, within a market paradigm, but stretching its limits through experimentation.

9. Conclusion

Bitcoin and other blockchain initiatives have been categorized as “Distributed capitalism” (Bauwens et al., 2017), a decentralized but extractive model, supported by P2P infrastructures, but still driven by individual profit. In opposition to the extractive pole stands a generative model, which differentiates itself due to adding “common good” value to communities. What examples like Civil or Steem show is that blockchain-based projects may well be market driven, but not in direct opposition to creating community social value. The evolution of blockchain-based projects shows the interplay of fluid elements that accommodate different parts of their system alongside a broad spectrum of traditional coordinates, even if within a market-born paradigm. The token-based, exchange-guided,
and speculation-bound architecture of the blockchain locates its initiatives within Benkler’s (and Coase’s) mode of production, effectively within the political economy field of markets and firms, with the market as a guiding blueprint. However, the degrees and roles of participation, the definition of a common, and the generative or extractive modes, fluctuate greatly depending on particular undertakings. The variables of development, governance, infrastructure, tokenization, and production are combined, as shown previously, in significantly different ways, pushing our understanding of what constitutes peers, peer production, markets, hierarchies and how these always already troubled notions enter into heady new hybrid relations. The peer of blockchains, whether as (lonely old Bitcoin) miner, as token exchanger, Civil or Steem contributor, proposer of BIPs, is not a consistent identity.

The fascination that currently fuels blockchains is encouraging new forms of experimentation and sparking the imagination of participants. Even considering its architecture constraints and its market paradigms, this technology has pushed the conceivability not only of new types of economies, but of co-designed systems that seek to address current cultural needs, fluid dynamics of exchange, and mixed modes of production, creation, and collaboration. The quantity and diversity of blockchain-based decentralized applications, even if not all become realized, is a testimony to both the need and interest for production within and beyond traditional market and firm paradigms. What is more, the reinvigorated experimentation with blockchains, has encouraged non-blockchain based P2P systems (cf. the DAT protocol, the Interplanetary File System, or the Scuttlebutt protocol, to name a few) which embody different politics and interpretations of what is entailed by co-production, and use blockchains merely as a subsystem, thus folding blockchains into political and economic imaginaries beyond those that have shaped Bitcoin and other blockchains. Perhaps the most interesting quality of blockchains and blockchain-
based projects is how they constantly reconfigure and push at the boundaries of peer, market and hierarchical organization; less a ‘third mode’ than an erosion of modal thought. Blockchains are always already hybrid. They force those invested in peer production to proceed with caution, without the certainty of historical destiny or an assumed moral high ground – a peer production without guarantees.
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